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ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism and response to chemotherapy in patients with malignant tumors—evidences from a meta-analysis
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Abstract: Numerous papers have reported ABCB1 polymorphisms are associated with the response to chemotherapy of cancers. The inconclusive results call for a comprehensive analysis, for the sample size of the published studies is comparatively small. Therefore, a comprehensive meta-analysis was performed on the basis of the published studies for an accurate estimation of such association. Altogether 8 comparative studies including 2463 cancer patients were involved in our meta-analyses. ABCB1 C1236T (rs1128503) polymorphism was shown to be associated with tumor response to chemotherapy in cancer patients under the dominant model (OR=1.72, 95% CI=1.09-2.73, P=0.177, I²=36.60%) and additive model (OR=1.99, 95% CI=1.39-2.85, P=0.222, I²=25.90%). A subgroup meta-analysis indicated a significant association under dominant model between ABCB1 C1236T (rs1128503) polymorphism and breast cancer in the Asians (OR=2.15, 95% CI=1.22-3.77, P=0.210, I²=33.70%). These results suggest that ABCB1 C1236T (rs1128503) might contribute to the tumor response to chemotherapy in cancers from the Asians, especially in the osteosarcoma and breast cancer.
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Introduction

Cancers caused about 14.6% of all human deaths, and is one of the leading causes of death [1]. Most of the patients with malignant tumors received neoadjuvant therapy before surgical resection of the primary tumor and received postoperative chemotherapy. And, as one of the major cancer treatments, chemotherapy is the treatment of cancer with one or more cytotoxic anti-neoplastic drugs as part of a standardized regimen. In combination with surgery, chemotherapy has proven useful in a number of different cancer types. The efficacy of chemotherapy depends on the type of cancer and the stage. Generally, it is well known that personalized chemotherapy could improve response and survival of cancer patients. However, chemotherapy face the intricate chemotherapy-resistant which continues to be a major clinical obstacle to a successful treatment [2, 3].

When a normal cell transforms into a cancer cell, the genes which regulate cell growth and differentiation must be altered. And, genetic changes can occur at different levels and by different mechanisms. Both genetic and environmental factors have an impact on clinical response to chemotherapy. A higher concentration of anticancer drugs can cause inevitable toxicity and a lower concentration decreases the therapeutic efficacy. Meanwhile, most anticancer drugs present a narrow therapeutic range. Differences in response and toxicity of each chemotherapeutic drug varied from individual patients in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics [4] together with the genetic factors may account for the personal susceptibility to anticancer therapy, for the genes have a role in controlling drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion [5].

ABCB1 (MDR1) gene encodes for P glycoprotein (P-gp), working as an energy-dependent efflux
pump, plays a vital role in the bioavailability and cell-toxicity limitation of multifarious substances and xenobiotics, including cancer-fighting drugs, antibiotic medicines, immunosuppressant, anti-HIV protease inhibitors, among others [6]. Three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), namely C1236T (rs1128503), C3435T (rs1045642) and G2677T/A (rs2032582), are the most widely studied SNPs in ABCB1 and exhibit higher frequencies in Asian and Caucasian populations, but much lower in the African populations [7]. Moreover, the three SNPs were associated with the substrate and inhibitor-dependent functional modifications in vitro studies and reduced expressions were found in the tissue samples. In addition to cancers, ABCB1 SNPs have been investigated in a wide range of diseases including inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) [8], Parkinson disease [9], HIV-1[10], and rheumatoid arthritis [11], among others.

Chen et al. confirmed the lack of association between ABCB1 C3435T polymorphism and chemotherapy response in advanced breast cancer patients, while Wei et al. detected a significant association between platinum-based chemotherapies in advanced non-small cell lung cancer patients with objective response for CC genotype of ABCB1 C3435T in overall and Asian populations stratified [12, 13]. Nevertheless, few studies in regard to the 1236T allele of ABCB1 have been performed, let alone a comprehensive meta-analysis. The inconsistent conclusions of polymorphisms of ABCC1 (rs1128503) in the chemotherapy response of cancer patients enlightened us to conduct a meta-analysis on the evidence from all published studies to provide a more precise estimation of the association.

Materials and methods

Publication search

The literature was searched using PubMed, Embase and China National Knowledge Internet (CNKI) to identify relevant and available published articles. The following terms were applied in search of the aforementioned databases: ‘ABCB1’ or ‘MDR1’, ‘Polymorphism’ or ‘mutation’, in combination with ‘cancer’ or ‘sarcoma’. The last search was up to September 15th, 2014. In order to achieve a comprehensive literature, we also identified additional studies by screening reference lists of key studies or reviews. No restriction was set on time period, sample size, population, and type of report, and only papers written in English were included. When a study reported the results on different ethnicities, we treated it as separate studies in this meta-analysis. Two independent reviewers were employed when the literature retrieval was performed in duplication. Conformed to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki, this study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our institution.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria of this meta-analysis were as follows: (1) studies for humans only; (2) information on the relationship between ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism and chemotherapy response of malignant tumors (evaluated by RECIST, response evaluation criteria in solid tumor); (3) the papers providing the sample size, alleles distribution, genotypes or other relevant data that can indirectly help us calculate the results; (4) of the studies published by the same author or institute, we only chose the largest of the available published data sets. Thus, studies had to be excluded once one of the following criteria existed: (1) studies that contained overlapping data; (2) incomplete data, and (3) studies not based on the RECIST.

Data extraction

All the data was carefully extracted from all eligible studies independently by two investigators according to the aforementioned inclusion criteria. The following data of the studies were extracted: first author, published year, ethnicity, numbers of patients, gene locus, cancer type, odd ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) in cases. Two reviewers were in charge of the data extraction and reached consensus on all of the data extracted. Once there is a discrepancy in data extraction, problems were resolved by repeating the study review and discussion. A third reviewer was invited to check the extracted data, the analysis results, and solve the disagreement if it still existed after two reviewers’ discussion.

Methodological quality assessment

The methodological quality of each study was assessed by total score of quality assessment (TSQA) and a star system of TSQA has been
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Statistical analysis

Crude OR with 95% CI in each study was used to assess the strength of association between ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism and clinical outcomes in cancer patients who received chemotherapy. The heterogeneity among the studies was assessed by the χ²-test-based Q-statistic and I² ([Q−df]/Q×100%) [15]. The overall estimate of risk was calculated by a fixed effects model or a random effects model according to the absence (P > 0.10 or I² < 50%) or presence (P < 0.10 or I² > 50%) of heterogeneity, respectively. Subgroup analyses were applied once there are enough studies (≥ 3 studies) to extract and/or calculate the relevant data. Sensitivity analyses were conducted by sequential omission of individual studies respectively to detect the potential influence of each study set to the pooled ORs. The publication bias was tested by Begg’s and Egger’s tests and p value < 0.05 was considered as a statistically significant publication bias [16, 17]. And the symmetry of the plot distribution on the funnel plot also indicated the absence of publication bias. We performed all the calculation by STATA, version 12.0 (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA), and the two-sided statistical tests were used.

Results

Literature search process

After a complete research based on the criteria above, 68 literatures were found. After screening the titles or abstracts, 35 studies were excluded because they were reviews, meta-analysis, non-English studies, or not relevant to the role of ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism in cancer patients. Therefore, 17 papers written in English were preliminarily identified for further evaluation. Moreover, on the basis of the exclusion criteria, 9 publications were excluded: 6 papers provided insufficient genetic information and 3 were inconformity to RECIST. Additional articles were not found in the references cited in the published studies by

Table 1. The studies summary of ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphisms with cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigator (Year)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Tumors</th>
<th>TSQA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2014)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Osteosarcoma</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (2014)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Osteosarcoma</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. (2013)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Osteosarcoma</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaturvedi et al. (2013)</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>PCR-RFLP</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alsaid et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji et al. (2012)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (2012)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>PCR-RFLP</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>PCR-RFLP</td>
<td>Gastric cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PCR-RFLP, Polymerase chain reaction-Restriction fragment length polymorphism; TSQA, Total score of quality assessment.
manual search. Finally, a total of 8 relevant literatures met the inclusion criteria (Figure 1) [2, 4, 5, 18-22]. The main characteristics were presented in Table 1: all the studies were conducted in Asian populations, namely China [5, 19-22], India [2], Korea [18], and Saudi Arabia [4]; the sum of the patients equaled to 2463; four studies were conducted in the breast cancer [2, 4, 21, 22], three in the osteosarcoma [5, 19, 20], and one in the gastric cancer; the mean TSQA value of the included studies was 8, ranging from 7 to 9.

Quantitative data synthesis

All the pooled analysis and subgroups analysis adopted the fixed model due to the absence of heterogeneity. The pooled OR in the TT vs. CC model was 1.99 (95% CI: 1.39-2.85, \( P = 0.222, I^2 = 25.9\% \)) while OR equaled to 1.63 (95% CI: 1.18-2.27, \( P = 0.785, I^2 = 0.00\% \)) in CT vs. CC model (Table 2; Figure 2). Without doubt, strong association was observed in the TT+CT vs. CC model (OR=1.72, 95% CI: 1.09-2.73, \( P = 0.177, I^2 = 36.60\% \)) between ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism and tumor response to chemotherapy (Figure 3). Meanwhile, As shown in Figures 4 and 5, strong association were detected in the breast cancer subgroup (TT vs. CC, OR=1.94, 95% CI: 1.00-3.79, \( P = 0.123, I^2 = 48.10\% \); CT vs. CC, OR=2.22, 95% CI=1.19-4.12, \( P = 0.476, I^2 = 0.00\% \)) and osteosarcoma subgroup (TT vs. CC, OR=2.53, 95% CI=1.55-4.13, \( P = 0.994, I^2 = 0.00\% \)).

### Table 2. Meta-analysis of ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism with tumor response to chemotherapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele/genotype</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( I^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT vs. CC</td>
<td>Pooled Fixed</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.39-2.85</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>25.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subgroup (Breast Cancer) Fixed</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.00-3.79</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>48.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subgroup (Osteosarcoma) Fixed</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1.55-4.13</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT vs. CC</td>
<td>Pooled Fixed</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.18-2.27</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subgroup (Breast Cancer) Fixed</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.19-4.12</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subgroup (Osteosarcoma) Fixed</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.98-2.31</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT+CT vs. CC</td>
<td>Pooled Fixed</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.09-2.73</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>36.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subgroup (Breast Cancer) Fixed</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.22-3.77</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>33.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only the subgroups with enough data (≥ 3 papers) were analyzed in this table. OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; \( p \) value and \( I^2 \) value are used to test the heterogeneity.

Figure 2. Pooled fixed-effects-based odds ratio of chemotherapy response in tumors associated with ABCB1 rs1128503 polymorphism. Comparison: TT vs. CC; CT vs CC; TT+TC vs. CC.
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Figure 3. Forest plot of chemotherapy response in malignant tumors associated with ABCB1 rs1128503 polymorphism under the tumor types subgroup. Comparison: TT vs. CC.

Figure 4. Forest plot of chemotherapy response in malignant tumors associated with ABCB1 rs1128503 polymorphism under the tumor types subgroup. Comparison: CT vs. CC.

Discussion

ABCBS is expressed in both normal human tissues and multidrug-resistant cancer cells, and such protein acts as an energy-dependent drug efflux pump for the absorption and distribution of xenobiotics, toxins, and drugs [5, 20]. The synonymous ABCB1 C1-236T SNP, located in exon 12, has been shown to have an effect on protein folding, for the use of a rare codon when combined with the ABCB1 C3435T SNP, and has shown a diminished influence on some inhibitors and other probable significant agents [16, 23]. Studies in the strong association between the ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism and tumor response to chemotherapy. No between-study heterogeneity was observed (all P > 0.05).

Publication bias

Funnel plot as well as Begg’s and Egger’s tests were carried out to access the publication bias of studies (Table 3). There was no evidence of publication bias in comparison of CT vs. CC of ABCB1 (rs1128503) (Figure 6). The comparison analyzed in this funnel is of the utmost numbers of 8 studies.
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vitro failed to confirm such association with protein expression, and detected a relatively subdued function and a difference in substrate specificity and protein conformation when combined with either C1236T or G2677T/A SNPs [18, 23].

In the present study, we found that (rs1128503) polymorphism of ABCB1 was associated with chemotherapy response in cancer patients, and the people with and CT and TT genotypes of (rs1128503) have a good response to chemotherapy compared to those patients with CC genotype. In addition, no significant heterogeneity was observed between studies, suggested the uniform of the subjects and methods of the included studies. In the subgroup analyzed by and tumor types found a relative stronger association breast cancer, while a weaker

ABCB1 gene haplotype 1236T relate to the risk and clinical outcomes of breast carcinoma, while Yang et al. [19] found that ABCB1 (rs1128503) TT SNP is associated with response to chemotherapy and overall survival in osteosarcoma patients. Therefore, ABCB1 gene may function as candidate molecular markers of chemo-sensitivity and may be a potential prognostic biomarker for cancer patients, which could help in the design of individualized therapy [19, 21]. Due to the few numbers of studies could provide the treatment outcomes, especially overall survival or progression free survival, we failed to predict the prognosis of cancer patients with ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism. Additional studies are required in order to have a better approximation of their effect.

Wu et al. [22] suggest that ABCB1 gene haplotype 1236T relate to the risk and clinical outcomes of breast carcinoma, while Yang et al. [19] found that ABCB1 (rs1128503) TT SNP is associated with response to chemotherapy and overall survival in osteosarcoma patients. Therefore, ABCB1 gene may function as candidate molecular markers of chemo-sensitivity and may be a potential prognostic biomarker for cancer patients, which could help in the

Figure 5. Forest plot of chemotherapy response in malignant tumors associated with ABCB1 rs1128503 polymorphism under the tumor types subgroup. Comparison: CT+TT vs. CC.

Table 3. Evaluation of the bias for this meta-analysis of ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphisms with tumor response to chemotherapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele/genotype</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Article Numbers</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT vs. CC</td>
<td>Pooled</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT vs. CC</td>
<td>Pooled</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT+CT vs. CC</td>
<td>Pooled</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P value is employed to test whether there is bias or not.
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Due to the few numbers of studies could provide the treatment outcomes, especially overall survival or progression free survival, we failed to predict the prognosis of cancer patients with ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism.

Although a comprehensive analysis was performed to identify the possible association between ABCB1 (rs1128503) polymorphism with response to chemotherapy in cancer patients, several potential limitations, that are inherent to any meta-analysis, are supposed to be declared. Firstly, the total sample size was still small and subgroup analysis could be performed only in the ethnicity classification, breast cancer, and osteosarcoma. Secondly, our study was lack of information to investigate the adverse effect of chemotherapy, and mixed regimens of chemotherapy may be also a factor to the results of this study. Thirdly, only these studies written in English and Chinese are included in this meta-analysis. Thus, a large meta-analysis including more studies, both other ethnicities and cancers, should be investigated in the future to probe the possibility of other specific associations.

Despite of shortages above, this is the first meta-analysis investigating the association of ABCB1 (rs1128503) SNP with the chemotherapy response in human cancers. And, the rigorous searching strategy coupled with computer-aided search and manual search made the maximum eligible studies to be included. And the well designed process of literature selection, data extraction and analysis made the final conclusion convincing and meaningful.

In conclusion, the present results of the meta-analysis showed a convincing significant association between ABCB1 gene (rs1128503) haplotype 1236T and chemotherapy response in cancer patients. Patients carrying ABCB1 rs1128503 TT genotype and T allele were more likely to have a good response to chemotherapy. And, therefore, it would encourage us to carry out large-scale studies for ABCB1 polymorphisms and prognosis of cancer patients. Further well-designed studies with large samples may allow accessing the specific gene functions of the ABCB1 and the genetic mechanisms linked to tumor sensitivity to chemotherapy, thus providing a big step in the design of specific therapeutic strategies to control cancer progression.
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